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Read This First! 
 

Using home made fuel in an expensive car is to be considered experimental. 
Using poor quality fuel can lead to excessive engine wear or engine damage.  

 
Making fuel at home can be a fire risk, cause unnecessary pollution and may 

violate local council codes for permitted activities in residential areas.  
 
Collecting used cooking oil may need special approval and transporting liquid 

oils requires precautions and special care to avoid spillage and the causing of 
unnecessary road hazards. 

 
Using chemicals like potassium and/or sodium hydroxide and methanol 

require special care and precautions. These chemicals can be hazardous, present a 
fire risk and cause environmental pollution. 

 
Not withstanding the above paragraphs, making fuel in safety is possible and 

in fact not very difficult. It goes without saying that you must take responsibility 
for your own actions!  

 
Fuel made in the manner described in this book should be considered 

experimental and the author, Robert Sharman, and the publishers Tasman Energy, 
take no responsibility whatsoever for the outcome or results, problems, hazards or 
other events associated with your fuel making. 

 

If you choose to proceed the risk is entirely yours! 
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Introduction 
 
When I first wrote Simple Biodiesel, diesel fuel in Australia cost around 80c 

per litre. Not a lot of people were interested in “home made fuel”, and home 
biodiesel production was rare. The cost of fuel has risen dramatically since this 
time and the fuel driven governments of the western world treat us, the fuel 
consumers, like frogs. If you put a frog into hot water it will instantly try to jump 
out. If you place the same frog in cold water and then slowly add heat, take a little 
off, and then add more, the frog will become confused and submit to the 
fluctuating and rising temperature.  

The world wide oil economy works along the same tradition: Bump fuel 
prices up suddenly, then when everyone screams and jumps, lower the prices 
slightly until everyone gets used to them. Once folk have accepted the new level, 
bump them up again and while doing so throw in a few excuses to justify the rises. 
This is the ongoing story with fuel prices. At the time of going to press fuel prices 
are lower than they have been for 6 months but significantly higher than they were 
12 years ago. 

Records show that this trend has continued from the sixties. In the eighties we 
had the fuel crisis, petroleum workers’ strikes, and other propaganda fed to us to 
explain significantly rising prices. Now in the twenty first century we have Middle 
East instability and Tapis Crude prices as the reason for well above average price 
rises. Conveniently little mention is made of the fact that we in Australia, America 
and other western countries are in part responsible for Middle East instability, and 
Tapis Crude prices are an Asian thing unrelated to oil drilled in Australia. 

A good side to these latest bunch of fuel price fluctuations is an increased 
awareness in renewable fuels. Biodiesel hit centre stage and is mentioned in the 
media almost daily. It is possible for everyone today to be driving on a renewable 
fuel source such as (but not limited to) biodiesel, hydrogen, ethanol, or electricity 
derived from renewable sources. Unfortunately renewable fuels are being derided 
and cited as “not yet possible” by those with a vested interest in petroleum sales: 
Car makers and even governments whose current existence is dependant on 
revenue (tax) from vast amounts of petrol dollars.  

It should be noted that the government in Australia collects a percentage of 
the petrol dollar, thus profiting more every time a fuel rise occurs. We are a long 
way off reaching the time when price rises cause such a significant drop in overall 
fuel consumption that the net profit raked in by the government starts to fall. 
Expect higher prices in the future! 

Certainly, if we choose renewable fuels we would need to change our driving 
habits and vehicle tastes but the resultant change in living standards and ideals 
would be profound.  
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Alas, the current political climate is still against commercial production of 
biodiesel, or any other renewable fuel for that matter, on a large scale. We can 
expect the petrol age to continue for quite some time yet. 

Another unfortunate result of the petrol age is that most people still desire and 
choose cars that for all practical purposes are grossly over powered by engines 
with very poor efficiency. One can only speculate at the wastage seen in peak hour 
in any major city. Roads are often clogged by large and inefficient gas guzzling 
cars carrying only one person. The absurdity of a two ton 4WD recreational 
vehicle transporting one human 20 miles or more to work and back every day 
seems to be conveniently ignored by most folk. While politicians like to sprout 
forth about things clean, green and renewable, the renewable age has yet to 
materialise.  

Australians, Americans, Europeans and indeed most of the western world 
have a love affair with cars that any politician who wants to remain in office is 
reluctant to interfere with, but as we go to press “the writing is on the wall” and the 
days of indiscriminate and wasteful burning of fossil fuels in cars are dwindling. 
The number of people interested in renewable energy is growing rapidly and a day 
will dawn when clean and green energy becomes commonplace. As a prelude to a 
renewable future it is pleasing to see growing numbers of people interested in the 
concept of home biodiesel, solar electricity, solar heating, wind power and other 
alternative forms energy generation. By buying and reading this book you are 
raising this awareness. 

My interest in home energy goes back a long time. As long as I have been 
operating petroleum powered devices I have been interested in alternative fuels. 
From rumours about water powered cars to conspiracy magazine stories about how 
the petroleum companies have bought up the patents on revolutionary devices, I 
have found the whole lot interesting but somewhat lacking in achievable methods.  

When I heard about biodiesel all that changed. Here was a fuel that anyone 
can make with ease that actually works with no vehicle modifications. Not only 
does it work, it works extremely well. 

Waste cooking oil is in such abundance in Western countries that its disposal 
is a problem. As soon as I heard about biodiesel I rushed out and brought a diesel 
vehicle! My first batch of biodiesel was tried with trepidation. My new car was 
under a finance agreement and I simply could not afford engine repairs. Now after 
covering many hundreds of thousands of kilometres on biodiesel I am positive that 
good quality biodiesel is 100% safe and is actually better for your engine than 
diesel fuel from the service station. The feeling gained when driving around on 
home made fuel is priceless, the savings enormous, the pollution less and it is clean 
and non-toxic to handle. 
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Biodiesel is not my invention, I have not come up with anything new towards 
its production and I do not take credit for the methods in this book as they have 
come about through the study of other people’s ideas and techniques. I do however 
make biodiesel on a fortnightly basis and have done so for the last 9 years. 

The first diesel car I brought was a Mitsubishi Van and this was a highly 
successful test vehicle for my home made fuel. In the four odd years I owned this 
van I drove over 200,000 kilometres on biodiesel. I sold this van to a friend who 
still drives it around on biodiesel, the engine is still the same one I had fitted and 
the odometer reads over 300,000 kilometres. 

I now drive a brand new Volkswagen Caddy Van, a smart new high tech 
direct-injection turbocharged diesel that powers the car down the highway fast 
enough to make the old Mitsubishi van look somewhat pedestrian. This van shows 
me that performance, great economy and biodiesel can all go hand in hand.  Hi-
tech diesel cars are common in Europe. In Australia they seem to be rare. 

This is the second edition of Simple Biodiesel and contains new material 
relating to making the fuel from some of the more difficult to process oils and fats 
on the market. These materials were often discarded by home biodiesel makers in 
the past as being too hard to process. Now with the increase in fuel costs and the 
scarcity of quality vegetable oil in some areas, these once discarded materials are 
worth a second look. Again, methods relating to these new materials are not my 
discoveries; I have just collated the more useful research into something that folk 
like you can do at home with a minimum of fuss. 

 
 
 
Happy mixing and motoring. 

 
Robert Sharman 
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Chapter 1 

A Basic History Lesson 
 
Back in 1800 and something a young boy was playing with a gas metering 

system attached to his parents house in downtown Paris. Enthusiasm for things 
mechanical and a lack of knowledge on things gaseous lead to a rather large 
explosion that unfortunately broke windows in several houses, left the young lad 
unconscious and brought the neighbours running. 

Fortunately the lad suffered no long term harm, retained his inquisitiveness 
and learned a newfound respect for gas and its potential as energy. The lad’s name 
was Rudolph Diesel. A little later in life, Rudolph studied engineering and went on 
to become a pioneer in refrigeration mechanics. Next he moved into the field of 
mechanical propulsion. At first Rudolph studied steam, then he went on to design a 
remarkable engine that still bears his name. This engine is of course the Diesel 
Engine. 

When Dr. Rudolph Diesel demonstrated his engine at the World Exhibition in 
Paris, 1900, he said two words that astonished the gathered engineers, “peanut oil”. 
The patented diesel engine as invented by the good Doc. was designed for an 
envisaged edible and renewable fuel future. 

Unfortunately Dr. Diesel died in 1913 before his vision of a vegetable oil 
powered engine was fully realised. Having already convinced the French Navy that 
the only choice for submarine power was his engine and its associated low risk and 
edible fuel, Dr. Diesel was on his way to England by boat to try to sell his patent to 
the English navy when he disappeared. His body was found drifting in the English 
Channel a few days later. The English newspapers at the time suggested that he 
had been murdered by French Operatives who were trying to keep his engine out 
of the English submarine fleet.  

Records also show that at the time of his death Dr. Diesel was suffering 
depression, some of which was because of the continued unreliability of his engine 
due to fuelling problems. The weak link in an otherwise brilliant engine design was 
the accurate and stable delivery of fuel into the combustion chamber. Financial 
problems were also said to plague him at the time.  

Whether Dr. Diesel was killed by the French, committed suicide or died 
completely by accident will never be known. It is rather sad however, that such a 
talented engineer, visionary and inventor died in such circumstances. 

Several examples of the original Rudolph Diesel designed engines remain 
even to this day. While the original idea of a vegetable powered future was 
feasible, the world was undergoing rapid changes, and petroleum and petroleum 
products were moving to the forefront of the energy markets.  
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The spark-fired gasoline engine had been invented and made reliable and the 
dawn of the petrol era was unfolding. Rudolph and his engine were yesterday’s 
news. 

It took another man, a German engineer named Robert Bosch, to revolutionise 
diesel power and bring about the biggest change in diesel technology since 
Rudolph’s demise. Young Robert opened up a workshop dedicated to precision 
mechanics and in 1927 he invented the diesel fuel injector. It is the diesel injector 
that “made the diesel engine”. Robert Bosch went on to design or develop many 
mechanical items, of which the diesel injector is only one, and the Bosch name 
continues to this day. No matter what brand of car you drive today it is highly 
likely to contain at least a few parts bearing the Bosch name. 

After Robert finished his injector and made his name and fortune the diesel 
era really began. Here was a re-invented engine that was highly reliable, needed no 
electrics and could be built to last. The diesel engine fast became the engine of 
choice for anything requiring major horsepower or total reliability. Today the 
diesel engine is still the number one choice for virtually all trucks, many trains, 
ships and boats large and small, and generators etc., the list goes on.  

In Europe the diesel engine is the first choice in most passenger cars. While 
diesel engines in aircraft were envisaged and even used in the early days of 
aviation, they were discarded due to weight. Today, the diesel engine is making a 
comeback in the field of aviation; lightweight and efficient diesel engines are now 
being fitted to a number of new aircraft. 

While the injector revolutionised the diesel engine, the fine tolerances of 
injector pumps and injector nozzles made the use of straight vegetable oil 
somewhat impractical. Vegetable oil was for the most part too thick for easy 
injection; it also was (and still is) generally more expensive to produce than petrol.  

Veggie oil was out and the petroleum industry, already well established as the 
major player in the energy market quickly came up with “diesel fuel” to maximise 
their yield on a barrel of crude.  

Rudolph’s talk of a vegetable powered future was a forgotten dream. Some 
folk did persist a bit; vegetable oil, butter oil, tallow (animal fat) and even cream 
have been used with varying success in diesel engines as alternative fuels but these 
fuels remained the domain of experimenters, eccentrics or folk desperate enough to 
try anything during periods of fuel scarcity. 

The fact is the petroleum industry was already well established when Robert 
re-invented the diesel engine. Uses for crude oil and its by-products was and still is 
a continuing science. The price of petrol was cheap and getting cheaper and there 
was little need for alternatives. Diesel fuel is often referred to as a by-product of 
petrol. This is a false assumption.  
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When crude oil arrives at a refinery it is heated and its major products are 
given off as gasses. These gasses can condense back to a liquid state at different 
temperatures or while under pressure.  

First out of crude are products like butane and propane, followed by what are 
known as volatile solvents like toluene, benzene, acetone, naphtha etc. Next from 
the refinery comes petrol, then at a higher temperature diesel and so on until what 
is left from the original barrel of crude is a thick substance called tar.  

As tar is used extensively in road works it is no more a by-product of petrol 
than is diesel. It is simply another product extracted from a barrel of crude oil.  In 
short, petroleum manufacturers seek to extract every possible thing available from 
their barrel of crude. If petrol was the only product made from crude oil there 
would be a huge amount of waste left over and the cost of petrol would be 
astronomical. 

Of course petrol and diesel fuel manufacturing is highly complex and the 
preceding information is a very brief and highly inadequate description of the 
process. Also we are digressing somewhat from the subject of the book. This book 
is about making fuel from vegetable oil or animal fat, so we will leave fossil fuels 
behind and get on with the subject of biodiesel.  

Biodiesel for us is home production of a renewable fuel completely unrelated 
to the petroleum industry and its excesses. Biodiesel is simply diesel engine fuel 
made from vegetable oil or tallow (animal fat). Biodiesel is sold commercially in 
Europe and to a limited extent in Australia. Biofuel companies are appearing in 
just about every country on the planet. A biofuels era is unfolding. 
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Diesel Engine (1909) 
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Chapter 2 

Biodiesel Overview 
 
In commercial biodiesel production new vegetable oil, algae derived oil 

and/or tallow are extensively used. This book deals with using old cooking oil.  
Old or used cooking oil is a very common substance often disposed of on tips or in 
landfills and is available free or for very little cost in most areas of the world. You 
can of course source new vegetable oil if you look around but mostly you will find 
it more expensive than petroleum diesel and the times when I have seen it cheap 
enough to make biodiesel from at an economical rate, the vast quantities involved 
were beyond the means or budget of the average home fuel maker. 

The process of making biodiesel from vegetable oil is fairly simple and well 
within the means of the home brewer. The process is called transesterification and 
results in the separation of a substance called glycerine from the vegetable oil. The 
separation process is a chemical one and once the glycerine has been separated, the 
remaining oil is lighter (less dense) and has a new name: biodiesel. Biodiesel is 
well suited to modern diesel fuel injection systems.  

If you looked at vegetable oil on a molecular level the vegetable oil bits are 
attached to the glycerine bit. This molecular structure is easy to separate. 
Vegetable oil is classed scientifically as a tri-glyceride. Picture a golf ball with 
three ping pong balls attached to it; the golf ball is the glycerine molecule, the 
three ping pong balls are the oil molecules or esters.  

A tri-glyceride is “tri” or three molecules of glycerine attached to another 
different molecule, oil. 

To bring about the molecular separation a sharp change in the pH or 
acid/alkaline balance of the veggie oil is needed. We need to change vegetable oil 
from an acid substance to an alkaline substance. To bring about this change an 
alkalizing catalyst is used. Along with the catalyst, a carrier is needed to deliver the 
catalyst to the molecules of vegetable oil and glycerine.  

The catalyst needed is a highly alkaline substance known as sodium 
hydroxide. Sodium hydroxide is nothing more than common lye or caustic soda 
available in the cleaning section of most supermarkets. An alternative to sodium 
hydroxide is potassium hydroxide, another common substance. This book will 
consider using both. 

The carrier is another commonly available product called methanol or methyl 
alcohol. Methanol is often used as racing fuel and is available through specialist 
fuel distributors everywhere. As an alternative to methanol, ethyl alcohol or 
ethanol can be used. If you can get ethanol instead of methanol this will work just 
fine as a carrier. 
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Glycerine is heavier than vegetable oil molecules and once separated the 
glycerine is as separate from the vegetable oil as normal oil is from water. The 
remaining light oil is actually an oil/methanol mix and is the new substance we call 
biodiesel. The glycerine you separate can be used as a heavy duty cleaner, a fire 
lighter, made into soap, or disposed of in an environmentally friendly manner like 
composting. 

Finally before you get sick of chemistry, another substance present in some 
used vegetable oils and in tallow must be considered: “free fatty acids”. If free 
fatty acids are present they must be broken down into something that can be 
processed into biodiesel, otherwise the results of your hard efforts may well 
disappoint. Fortunately the breaking down of free fatty acids is, like 
transesterification, a pretty simple process equally achievable in home biodiesel 
making.  

Breaking down free fatty acids may involve a step called acid washing. For 
acid washing we use yet another commonly available chemical called sulphuric 
acid. This should not be mistaken for battery acid which is diluted sulphuric acid 
and not suitable for anything but batteries. Sulphuric acid comes from chemical 
suppliers and needs to be around 95% pure. 

All the above processes are simple and all are performed on a small scale 
prior to making biodiesel in large useable amounts. It is small scale “test batches” 
of biodiesel that will lead to larger scale production needed for producing useable 
amounts of biodiesel. It is pointless trying to make a large volume of biodiesel 
before you can make a small amount. 

As this book is called Simple Biodiesel and is all about making fuel for your 
diesel vehicle at home, we can move past chemistry and get down to the actual 
process of fuel manufacture. Before we move to “hands on”, lets sum up our 
learning so far: 

 
• To make biodiesel from used vegetable oil we need to perform a process 

called transesterification. 
• If free fatty acids are present we may need to perform another process called 

acid washing prior to transesterification 
• The above processes are simple and can easily be performed at home. 
• The basis for large scale home biodiesel production is small scale production. 

It is the small scale production that gives you the “data” necessary for large 
scale production. 

• The small scale production will determine whether you need to acid wash (for 
breaking down of free fatty acids) or whether you can get straight on with the 
process of transesterification. (There is no need to remember the names of the 
processes.) 
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• Biodiesel is made from the following substances: First and most important of all 
is the raw material. This is used vegetable oil or animal fat. It is strongly 
recommended that you start out with vegetable oil. It is harder to make 
biodiesel at home from tallow than it is to make biodiesel at home from 
vegetable oil. 

• The next major ingredient is methanol. Methanol is a common race fuel. In 
biodiesel making methanol is used as a carrier to get an alkalizing substance 
(sodium or potassium hydroxide) to mix on a molecular level with your 
vegetable oil. Methanol is the major cost component in biodiesel production 
(assuming free veggie oil). 

• While vegetable oil and methanol are the major biodiesel ingredients, you will 
also use potassium or sodium hydroxide, both of which are readily available and 
cheap.  

• Depending on your oil type you may also need some sulphuric acid, which is 
also readily available and cheap. 

 
 
Let’s move on and get started. 
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Sunflowers are an excellent source of biodiesel suitable oil 
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Chapter 3 

Getting Started 
Start an oil collection service 

Cooking oil is a substance available and used regularly in every country on 
the planet. Used cooking oil is a waste product that creates a disposal problem in 
many areas. Getting hold of some should be easy. As easy in fact as approaching 
your local pub, club or anywhere else food is cooked in large amounts. 
Unfortunately at first you may be disappointed … If this is you read on. 

While it is true that used cooking oil is readily available, its use in home 
biodiesel making, for soap manufacturing, as a furnace fuel, and even as a base for 
perfume can make it scarce in some locations. Don’t let this put you off. If you 
keep looking and searching I am sure you will find a supplier. Collectors of used 
cooking oil frequently don’t keep up the habit forever and consumers and 
managers of used oil appear and disappear on a daily basis. 

During my time as a biodiesel maker I have seen other oil collectors come and 
go and cooking oil users frustrated with a lack of disposal options. I have also seen 
folk venture into areas previously thought of a “collected out” come home with 
loads of oil.  

If you repeatedly hear that no used cooking oil is available and someone is 
already collecting in your area do not give up! Simply printing a card and leaving it 
with everyone may get your phone ringing in a day, a week or even a month later.  
 
 
 
Something simple like:  

 

Private Waste Oil Collection Service 
 

Enthusiastic and diligent individual seeks supplies of used 
cooking oil for environmentally friendly recycling. 

We offer a prompt and efficient collection service. Payment 
possible for quality used oil. 

 
Call Biodiesel Bob etc. 

Ph: 0415 XXX XXX 
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Make a flier up, stick in a bit of word art to make it look pretty and professional 
and distribute it around your area and you may well be surprised with the results. 
Of course you may choose not to want to pay for a product that is normally 
disposed of. You can delete or change the payment part if required. 

For my collection service I pay around 10 cents per litre to the person in 
charge of the kitchen. This kind individual cleans all the used drums and makes 
sure they are all full. At the time of going to press I am happy to pay around ten 
cents per litre for quality used cooking oil. 

The best places for quality oil are often large clubs and pubs that serve large 
volumes of meals that include chips and other fried foods. The food quality is often 
reasonable at these establishments and the cost of cooking oil is not a major factor 
in profits. The oil is usually very clean at disposal time with a minimum of 
contaminants. Next on the list of desirable used oil suppliers are restaurants where 
the chef demands high quality food and again the cost of oil is not a major factor in 
profits. Some restaurant oil I have seen looks clean enough to use on the home 
barbeque.  

Finally there are the take away fish and chip places. It is unfortunate that the 
oil from most take away outlets seems to disappoint somewhat.  The reasons are 
twofold. Often the cost of the oil is taken to be a large factor in profits and the oil 
is used, filtered then re-used several times. This can lead to some components in 
the oil being changed or broken down by heat, resulting in a harder to process 
product.  

It should be noted that a lot of food cooked in take away food establishments 
is supplied in an already pre-cooked state. Often the food is pre-cooked in animal 
fat by the manufacturer, then frozen. When it is added to a deep fryer that is full of 
vegetable oil the animal fat melts and is mixed in with the vegetable cooking oil. 
The inevitable result is vegetable oil mixed with animal fat that is often thick and 
creamy looking at room temperature. 

A source of cooking oil that often won’t be collected out is event oil. 
Sporting, craft, show events and similar often have numerous fast food vendors 
scattered around the venues. As a venue event is short term there are no other 
established collectors to worry about. At the last event I collected from (a major 
craft exhibition) I not only collected all the oil from the event but got a bonus heap 
of tins from an event caterer who had stockpiled it from previous events. 

I suggest that you take whatever used cooking oil you can get when you start 
out. Later as your collection service gains popularity you can start to leave behind 
the “hard to process” and the “chronically overcooked”.  

It may also be possible to convince your supplier to actually change brands of 
cooking oil to something more process friendly once you get to know them. 
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What You Will Be Given 
Cooking oil is provided to the vast majority of commercial end users in 20 

litre drums. The majority of all establishments I see all return their used cooking 
oil into the container it was provided in. This means you will in all likelihood pick 
up your cooking oil in convenient 20 litre drums. Other types of supply containers 
can range from old 200 litre drums to large holding tanks that you may be asked to 
empty. Some establishments may allow or even insist you provide your own 
containers for their oil but this seems rare. 

Beware:  
Cooking oil drums are often somewhat flimsy and leave a bit to be desired. 

As they are disposable, they are made out of very thin steel and there is a facility in 
most to add a bottom tap. This tap hole is covered in thin plastic which is apt to 
weaken or melt if hot oil is poured into the drum. If you are careful and observant 
you should never have a problem handling oil packaged this way.  

If on the other hand you are careless and slack and one of these drums is 
punctured or splits while in the back of mums car then you will certainly have a 
mess to clean up. If you spill any of this oil on the road as you drive along you are 
putting others at severe risk of having an accident. Being fined for environmental 
damage is another consequence of spilling oil and this sort of unnecessary 
behaviour could well cost you several years of biodiesel savings.  

Common Cooking Oil Types 
You can separate used cooking oil into two broad groups. The first group is 

the “liquid at room temperature” vegetable oils. The second group is the “solid at 
room temperature” cooking oils which may include animal fat or tallow. 

Oils Liquid at Room Temperature: 
This is the group you are after for easy biodiesel making. It includes a huge 

range of oil types and blends delivered in a wide variety of containers under a 
range of names. Typically, you will find cottonseed oil, canola oil, peanut oil, 
sunflower oil, olive oil, grape seed oil as well as a heap of unidentified oils 
marketed as “blended edible vegetable oil”.  

These oils, being liquid at room temperature are easier to handle than 
solidified oil in just about every respect. First, you can pour them into your mixing 
tank without pre-heating. Second, in a lot of instances you will be able to make 
biodiesel in a single step process without acid washing. Solidified oils have an 
advantage for transportation in that they won’t spill. 

Not all liquid oils make for easy biodiesel brewing. From my experience any 
blended oil, most canola oils, sunflower oil and olive oil are all easy to process.  
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Cottonseed oil is somewhat harder to make good biodiesel from and may need 
an acid wash depending on the level of contamination with animal fats or the 
degree of use the oil has had in a deep fryer. Cottonseed oil seems to be 
extensively used by budget takeaway establishments as it can handle a high 
amount of use before it starts changing the flavour of the foods cooked in it. 
Consequently used cottonseed oil may contain a quantity of animal fat. 

All the liquid oils mentioned here are clear, clean looking and very runny 
when new. Depending on usage, they will be discoloured, cloudy and may be thick 
or even semi-solid after use in a deep fryer. 

Oils Solid at Room Temperature 
These oils are not as common as liquid vegetable oil but are still frequently 

encountered. They can be a straight vegetable oil that has been hydrogenated to 
solidify it (like margarine), or they can be a vegetable oil/animal fat blend, or they 
can be straight animal fat. You will need to heat up all of these oils until they are 
liquid prior to making biodiesel from them.  

These oils can vary from easy to process right through to very difficult or 
impossible to process in home biodiesel production. Once I would have said to 
leave these oils for some other use or disposal. Now the price of diesel has reached 
such levels and the interest in collecting vegetable oils has become so popular that 
solid oils may be the only oils you can find when you start your oil collection 
service. 

All solid oils will need an acid wash as part of the preparation for biodiesel 
making. In some climates biodiesel made from these products will still tend to 
solidify at temperatures somewhat above freezing (0°C) so an additive or a fuel 
tank heater may be necessary for year-round reliable operation. 

On a more positive note, biodiesel made from animal fat will have a higher 
calorific value and make for slightly better performance on the road than biodiesel 
made from straight vegetable oil. 

Start out with liquid vegetable oil 
Before you attempt biodiesel making with solidified oils it is highly 

recommended that you make your first batch with some oil that is liquid at room 
temperature. If nothing else is available you could consider purchasing a small 
bottle of cheap cooking oil from your supermarket. You only need to make a little 
batch; if you start out with something “easy to process” you will gain a quick 
understanding of biodiesel manufacture. 
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Heating your oil 
Making biodiesel will almost always involve the application of heat 

regardless of the oil you use. Even liquid oils that pour easily into a mixing tank 
may need heat to get a suitable reaction causing the separation of glycerine.  

There are two easy ways to heat your cooking oil, the first is by using gas, the 
second is using electricity. Both have advantages and disadvantages. Adding a 
heating device is covered later, for the time being small amounts of cooking oil can 
be conveniently heated on a stove. 

A point that should be remembered is that for the purpose of biodiesel 
manufacture your oil will never be heated past 60°C as this is very close to the 
boiling point of methanol. In this book the following terms are used to describe 
used cooking oil and its various states. 

Oil appearance Description: 
 

Solid: This means the oil will not flow at room temperature 
 
Thick: The oil will pour at room temperature but is a semi-liquid. This oil will not 
pour through fly screen. Fly screen or similar will be used for initial filtering of 
your oil. 
 
Cloudy: The oil will pour at room temperature but is semi-thick and opaque. It will 
pass through fly screen. 
 
Clear: After applying varying amounts of heat the oil becomes clear enough to see 
through. The oil will still be coloured (light to dark brown unless it is new), 
however you should be able to see the bottom of a jar filled 15 - 20 mm deep with 
oil. 
 
Runny: Easy to pour through fly screen, liquid but slightly more dense than water.  
 

Prior to making biodiesel you will be filtering your used cooking oil through a 
fly screen to remove cooking remains etc. No further filtering of used cooking oil 
is necessary prior to making biodiesel. Do not waste your time trying to filter used 
cooking oil through a fine filter. The process of making biodiesel will also clean up 
dirty cooking oil. 

You can expect around 1 litre of fuel for every litre of liquid vegetable oil and 
around 0.6 litres of fuel per litre of animal fat. Animal fat blended with vegetable 
oil will produce around 0.8 litres of fuel. 
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Get Some Methanol 
Methanol is the second major ingredient used biodiesel production after 

vegetable oil and is the major factor in cost.  
Methanol is also known as methyl or wood alcohol and is readily available in 

all Australian states. Once the product of distillation of wood (hence the wood 
alcohol name) methanol is now commonly made synthetically, using natural gas 
and steam. 

Methanol has a boiling point much lower than water. The boiling point is 
64°C. The boiling point of methanol limits the temperature you can heat your 
cooking oil. While you need to heat your cooking oil to make biodiesel, the 
absolute temperature limit is 60°C. Any higher temperature and you will cause the 
methanol to boil as you add it. This will ruin your cooking oil and make a hard to 
clean up mess! 

You Can Use Ethanol 
Ethanol is very similar to methanol. It is the product of distillation and 

commonly made from sugar cane trash, sugar beet or anything else with a high 
sugar content. It is less readily available in Australia and governed by different 
legislation from state to state. The common authoritarian concern regarding ethanol 
is that you can drink it and get dangerously drunk, or use it as a base for home 
alcohol making.  

The amount of ethanol needed for biodiesel making is different than the 
amount of methanol. Where you will use up to 20% methanol to make your 
biodiesel, if you are using ethanol this will be up to 30%. Ethanol is slightly more 
fickle to use than methanol. Both ethanol and methanol readily absorb water. 
Water in either will make for problematic or failed biodiesel batches. Use only 
high quality, correctly stored product. 

 
 

Warning 
Methanol and ethanol are clear, clean and pretty harmless looking liquids. 

Do not let the benign appearance of these substances fool you! Both methanol and 
ethanol are toxic, about as flammable as petrol and both burn clear and clean.  

In bright sunlight the flame produced by these liquids is not always visible. 
Methanol can be absorbed through the skin and skin contact and the breathing of 
methanol vapours should be avoided. Skin contact with ethanol should also be 
avoided although it is somewhat less toxic than methanol. 


